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COIN and CAP: Evaluating the Efficacy of Counterinsurgency Through the 

Prism of a Combined Action Program in Vietnam 

Abstract: 

Over the last several years, a debate regarding the efficacy of a Counterinsurgency 

(COIN) strategy has ensued.  The general contours of the argument seem to suggest that the 

application of a population-centric COIN strategy by the U.S. military may not rest on firmly 

established historical ground.  If this is true, the policy implication is that it may be dangerous to 

view the most recent war-fighting doctrine as the key to winning future conflicts.  Further, if 

COIN is relied upon as a means to serve policy ends then it must be rigorously vetted in terms of 

its appropriateness and usefulness.  This paper begins by looking at both sides of the COIN 

(pardon the pun), in order to gauge the veracity of its proponents’ claims versus the arguments 

put forth by its detractors.  Following this task, it will then attempt to expose the weaknesses, if 

any, that may obtain from either.  In endeavoring to perform this task, a consideration of mostly 

secondary (and a few primary) sources will be considered.  The aim of this effort is an attempt to 

resolve the discrepancies between the opposing perspectives.  A more narrow focus on the oft-

overlooked U.S. Marine Corps Combined Action Program (CAP) in Vietnam will then ensue.  

Finally, the paper will terminate with a simple policy implication that may be generated by the 

findings.   

 

1. Scope Conditions: 
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This paper is designed to be limited to the literature regarding COIN.  Although the 

recent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan are the most germane for policymakers, any unclassified 

primary source documentation on either is assumed to be largely inaccessible at present.  

However, since a historical line can be drawn from the British Maylay Emergency to the 

American war in Vietnam and finally to the 21
st
 Century wars, a relevant consideration of 

secondary (and some preliminary primary) source evidence bearing on each of these conflicts 

should be considered.  For this paper, the former conflict (Malaya) will not be addressed in 

detail, whereas the latter conflict (Vietnam) will.  The scope will further be narrowed concerning 

Vietnam, as CAP takes center stage in this study.   

 

2. Conceptual Clarity: 

In discussing a counterinsurgency strategy,
1
 one may immediately find that it is an 

elusive concept.  Since the term broadly describes what it is that one is opposing, insurgency, it 

is perhaps more useful and appropriate to narrow the conceptual framework to reflect a better 

degree of specificity.  Therefore, this paper deals with the idea of counterinsurgency as having 

two components.  The first is a population-centric approach to war fighting in which efforts 

designed to promote human security serve the interest of the incumbent regime’s armed 

                                                             
1 Colonel Gian Gentile, “A Strategy of Tactics: Population-centric COIN and the Army,” Parameters, U.S. Army 

War College, Autumn, 2009; pp. 5- 17.  COL Gentile warns that “…the most damaging consequence to the 

American Army from the new zeitgeist of COIN is that it has taken the Army’s focus off of strategy... The result is a 

strategy of tactics and principles.” 15.  Regarding the concept of “strategy,” the oft-considered definition seems to 

center on the means by which a policy is carried out.  Below the macro level of strategy is the micro level of tactics 

(e.g., individual battles).  Between the two lay the meso level of operations (e.g., a string of battles in a region).  For 

a more succinct definition see Strategy, B.H. Liddell Hart (New York: Meridian, second revised ed. 1991); “the art 

of distributing and applying military means to fulfill the ends of policy” 321.  Carl von Clausewitz has delineated 

between tactics and strategy in the following way: “… tactics teaches the use of armed forces in the engagement; 

strategy, the use of engagements for the object of the war.” 146 [emphasis in the original]; On War (New York: 

Alfred A. Knopf, edited and translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret, 1993). 
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representatives, the counterinsurgent force.  The second component assumes the presence of 

combat operations, by the counterinsurgent force, which targets the insurgent(s) who aim to 

challenge the incumbent’s legitimacy and authority.   

The reason for including this second feature of a counterinsurgency strategy is that 

although the COIN practitioner may be committed to a form of social work and nation-building 

exercises, they are nonetheless armed and prepared to commit to the application of lethal force.
2
  

The mere application of brute force by way of indiscriminate bombing does not properly fit this 

paper’s definition of COIN.  Although there is a very practical utility for CAS (Close Air 

Support) and remotely targeting identified insurgents, there is scant evidence that these tools are 

independently useful.
3
            

 

3. Literature Review: 

Turning to the subject of the arguments that support or diminish the claim of COIN’s 

usefulness as a strategy, a few foundational works must receive serious attention.  Therefore, this 

section will proceed by briefly reviewing the literature that tends to favor COIN followed by 

some serious critical works that do not.  The significance of this debate is relevant to the extent 

                                                             
2 In fact, this essential concept informs much of the COIN practitioners’ knowledge base as well as that of their 

detractors.  See Counterinsurgency Warfare: Theory and Practice, David Galula, (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1964, 

reprinted 2006).  Besides offering the recipe for effective COIN, Galula also notes that “… conventional operations 

by themselves have at best no more effect than a fly swatter.” (51)  He also indicates the “primacy of the political 

over the military power” (62- 65).  Most indispensable to this paper’s concept, however, is the notion that “… the 

counterinsurgent’s forces should be organized into two types of units, the mobile ones fighting in a rather 

conventional fashion, and the static ones staying with the population in order to protect it and to supplement the 

political efforts.” (65)  
3
 For a discussion of coercive bombing’s stand-alone deficiency, see Bombing to Win: Air Power and Coercion in 

War, Robert A. Pape, (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1996).  Specifically, Chapter 6: Vietnam 1965-

1972, pp. 174-210.  Even more specifically, pp. 176, 191, 195, 200, 209.  Elsewhere in the book, pp. 75-76.  Also, 

Kalev I. Sepp, “Best Practices in Counterinsurgency,”Military Review, May-June, 2005, pp. 8-12.  Furthermore, see 

Matthew Adam Kocher, Thomas B. Pepinsky, and Stathis N. Kalyvas, "Aerial Bombing and Counterinsurgency in 

the Vietnam War," American Journal of Political Science, Vol. 55, No. 2 (April, 2011), pp. 201-218. 
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that policy makers seem to depict their strategy choices based on these arguments’ merit.  The 

purported efficiency of a COIN strategy has implications beyond the important choices that the 

U.S. Army (or any army) pursues.  The decision to engage in wars that may require an 

occupation force is unavoidably impacted by evaluating the role that the military would serve if 

such a circumstance should come to fruition.   

 

3.1 COIN Succeeds, if only… 

For in spite of its anguish in Vietnam, the Army has learned little of value.  Yet the nation’s 

policymakers have endorsed the service’s misperceptions derived from the war while contemplating 

an increased U.S. role in Third World low-intensity conflicts.  This represents a very dangerous 

mixture that in the end may see the Army again attempting to fight a conventional war against a very 

unconventional enemy. 

- Andrew F. Krepinevich, Jr.
4
 

 

According to Andrew F. Krepinevich Jr., in Vietnam the U.S. Army was beholden to its 

“Army Concept” of war, which had envisaged a mid-intensity, or high intensity conventional 

campaign, geared toward the use of technology to carry out its objectives.
5
  He contends that, 

“While throughout its Vietnam experience the Army encountered a number of signs indicating 

that a change in its Concept was required in order to combat the insurgency more effectively, the 

Army leadership persisted in approaching the war within the framework of the Concept.”
6
 

                                                             
4
 The Army and Vietnam, Andrew F. Krepinevich, Jr., (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 

1986; 1988 paperback ed.); p. 275.  Krepinevich contends on p. 269 that “if the Army has learned any lessons from 

Vietnam, it has learned many of the wrong ones.” 
5
 Ibid.,  pp. 4-7. 

6
 Ibid.; pp. 6-7.   
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As a result, such biases and their concomitant resource allocations
7
 and personnel promotion 

incentives
8
 the Army’s cultural aversion to paramilitary and civilian-led efforts at 

counterinsurgency (e.g. CORDS- Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support) 

became ever more recalcitrant.
9
  In sum, Krepinevich asserts the army leadership’s obstinacy and 

cultural inelasticity as being responsible for a failure to adapt to the threat environment.   

Lieutenant Colonel (U.S. Army retired) John Nagl’s book, Learning to Eat Soup with a 

Knife,
10

 is purported by COIN’s contemporary proponents to be a student, practitioner and 

authority on COIN doctrine.
11

  Nagl reviews two insurgency/counterinsurgency campaigns, 

Malaya and Vietnam, in which he asserts that the success or failure of a COIN strategy is firmly 

rooted in organizational adaptability.  In Malaya, the British military experienced success in 

COIN that the American military in Vietnam did not.  The difference between success and 

failure, according to Nagl, is the degree to which the military was a learning institution.  He 

praises the British efforts in Malaya as they painfully overcame organizational rigidity, 

recalcitrance and myopia.
12

  Concerning the U.S. military (dominated by the army) in Vietnam, 

he contends that a “different organizational culture”
13

 inhibited learning.
14

   

                                                             
7
 Ibid.; p. 215. 

8
 Ibid.; p. 220. 

9
 Ibid.; p. 221: “Unfortunately, paramilitary forces did not fit the Army’s perception of the war and its propensity for 

seeking solutions through conventional means”.  Also, see pp. 232-233. 
10

 Learning to Eat Soup with a Knife: Counterinsurgency Lessons from Malaya and Vietnam, John A. Nagl, PhD., 

LTC (ret.),  (University of Chicago Press: 2005 edition).  Note the full title of the Ph.D. dissertation-turned-book and 

the significance in establishing an unmistakable link between COIN, Malaya and Vietnam.  It is also worth noting 

that Nagl wrote the forward to David Galula’s re-printed classic, cited earlier. 
11 Evidence of the strength of such an assertion is demonstrated by the number of interviews conducted and 

subsequent articles that Nagl wrote on the subject matter during the Iraq and Afghanistan wars.  Moreover, and tying 

together the thrust of this paper’s central thesis, he wrote the forward for the U.S. Army and Marine Corps’ much-

vaunted joint field manual on COIN: FM 3-24 The U.S. Army Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press Edition, 2007). 
12 Ibid., two summary paragraphs on pp. 81 and 107 make this argument clear. 
13 Ibid., discussed in depth on pp. 43-51 and in his case study on pp. 115-181 (chapters 6 and 7).  Nagl assesses on p. 

179, “When the military did attempt to evaluate its strategies for achieving its goals in Vietnam, the institutional 
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Although Nagl juxtaposes the successes and failures of COIN, the general implication of 

failure is less related to the implementation of the strategy itself.  He seems to be an advocate of 

the idea that COIN could work given a service culture of flexibility, which is more permissive in 

enabling a learning environment.  He and Krepinevich intimate that beyond the individual 

uniformed services such a mindset must be allowed to thrive at the theater command level and 

receive support in doing so from domestic decision makers.
15

    

 

3.2 COIN Fails 

…the story on which the current practice of COIN depends is not supported by evidence.  It is a 

myth.  From this flawed narrative, we end up with the simplistic idea that the United States can 

intervene militarily to rebuild entire societies if the tactics are just right and the right general is 

put in charge.  It is a recipe for perpetual war.   

                   - COL Gian Gentile, U.S. Army
16 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
culture prevented truly original thinking.”  He also concludes on p. 180 that, “The organizational culture of the 

United States Army precluded organizational learning on counterinsurgency during the Vietnam War…” 
14 Nagl does differentiate the institutional culture of the U.S. Marines as being more akin to that of the British on p. 

48.  Additionally, Nagl draws special attention on pp. 127-129 to the effectiveness of CIA and its CIDG (Civilian 

Irregular Defense Group) program and on pp. 156-158 to the U.S. Marines’ CAPs (Combined Action Platoons).  

Therefore, special attention will be paid in this paper to the efficacy of the programs instituted by the Marines, 

although CIA and any U.S. army efforts appear to have been rather successful.  That Nagl deals with these two 

matters so briefly leads one to believe that with the more recent availability of sources it may be useful to comb 

through them in order to evaluate his claim.  What makes this endeavor seem even more properly placed is the 

degree to which Colonel Gian Gentile (cited later) dismisses these same programs (particularly the Combined 

Action Program) as having the opposite qualities and dedicates even less effort in doing so.    
15

 This final assertion is an attempt to blend both authors’ analyses of the root causes of COIN failure along with 

their prescriptions for cultivating success.  From Krepinevich’s The Army and Vietnam, see pp. 270-271, “In sum, it 

seems that the military is more concerned about the intestinal fortitude of the executive and congressional leadership 

and the will of the American people than it is about the tough questions of its own doctrine and force 

structure…Thus, in Vietnam the Army ended up trying to fight the kind of conventional war that it was trained, 

organized, and prepared (and that it wanted) to fight instead of the counterinsurgency war it was sent to fight” 

[emphasis in original].  After the war, the Army’s disdain for anything outside the mainstream conventional view 

remained constant and was even geared toward discouraging the study of counterinsurgency.  Again, Krepinevich 

notes, “Indeed, once the Army completed its pullout from South Vietnam, the service sought to expunge the 

memory of the counterinsurgency experience from its officer corps”.  Also, see p. 275. 
16 Wrong Turn: America's Deadly Embrace of Counterinsurgency, Colonel Gian Gentile, U.S. Army (New York: 

The New Press, 2013).  See p. 34 for this quote. 
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Colonel Gian Gentile has recently taken up the cause of deconstructing the purported myth of 

COIN’s efficacy in war.  His main contention is that the proponents of a population-centric 

COIN strategy fundamentally misread the historical record as being a success, while contributing 

to a “cult of counterinsurgency.”
17

  Additionally, he strongly cautions against feeding a narrative 

to policy makers (and the public) that changes in military leadership will enable more adaptable 

strategy minds to break through the alleged inertia.  Gentile’s assertion is that the U.S. military is 

rather proficient at tactical adaptation that incorporates elements of both COIN and conventional 

military operations to a point that emphasizing the former too heavily borrows from, and 

eventually undermines, the latter’s strong suit.
18

   Thus, such a “wrong turn” will render the 

traditional strengths of the U.S. military hollow as a misguided shift toward COIN places the 

war-fighter in greater danger.   The policy implication is that an overreliance on “armed nation 

building”
19

 presents decision makers with a false option for present and future wars.    

In Wrong Turn, Colonel Gentile argues that a similar mistake has been made in four 

conflicts: The (British) Malayan Emergency, The Vietnam War, and the 21
st
 Century wars in 

Iraq and Afghanistan.  Namely, a “better war thesis”
20

 has been advanced in each of these 

conflicts to illustrate that a failed leader was supplanted by a successful one, whose strategy 

differed immensely from that of their predecessor.  This ill-conceived notion is said to 

inappropriately posit that the newly arrived general fundamentally altered the course of the war, 

                                                             
17

 Ibidem, p. 7.  
18

 Ibid., p. 15, “The dogmatism of American counterinsurgency has obscured from view the reality of American war, 

which has primarily been one of improvisation and practicality.” 
19 Ibid.  COL Gentile makes the point numerous times throughout his book that COIN is really “armed nation 

building” on pp. 83, 92, 94, 97, 104, 114, 117, 118, 122, 125, and 130.  It is curious that this precise triumvirate of 

terms appears in Counterinsurgency, Douglas Porch (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013).  Although 

Porch and Gentile do not cite each other or the genesis of the concept and do not appear to have worked on each 

other’s books, they seem to be kindred spirits and indeed cite many similar sources.  A different work by Porch was 

cited in endnote. 34; p. 152 in reference to chapter one. 
20

 Ibid., pp. 17, 22, 60-61 he refers to it as “untruth”, 63, 78, 150, 160, 162.   
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while blazing a more victorious path.
21

  Thus, a false sense of comfort attaches to the new 

general as he is placed on a pedestal.   

Gentile insists that in each of the four conflicts the alleged shift in strategy that accompanied 

each change in leadership is not nearly as pronounced in actuality as it is in legend.   Rather, in 

each case he argues there was continuity in strategy while transitioning from one leader to the 

next.  All appearances of a seismic shift in strategy are, according to Gentile, better described as 

minimal and superficial alterations that have been misperceived to represent the “better war 

thesis.”  In the case of the Malayan Emergency, Gentile attributes victory to the forced relocation 

of the ethnic Chinese (ethnic cleansing?), along with the resultant tight population control, and 

buttressed by the British military efforts at cutting off supplies (particularly food).  As there was 

no external support on which the Communist insurgents could rely,
22

 they were necessarily 

compelled to reevaluate and ultimately change their strategy.  Eventually, the British 

conventional military engagements with the remaining insurgents proved to be exponentially 

devastating.
23

   

 Regarding Vietnam, Gentile reminds the reader that certain features were ever-present in 

that conflict that did not attend the Malayan Emergency.  Essentially, working on behalf of the 

Communist forces in this conflict was external support that operated in a permissive way, a 

quasi-conventional force in the north that supplemented their guerilla brethren in the south, and a 

                                                             
21

 Ibid., To demonstrate more clearly Gentile’s associated conflicts and generals, the following is compiled from 

throughout the book: 1) The Malay Emergency saw General Templer replace General Briggs, 2) The Vietnam War 

saw General Abrams replace General Westmoreland, 3) The Iraq War saw General Petraeus replace General Casey, 

4) The Afghanistan War saw General McChrystal (and eventually General Petraeus) replace General McKiernan.   
22 This point is conceded in David Galula’s Counterinsurgency Warfare (cited earlier) on p. 27, “In Malaya and the 

Philippines, the insurgents received no outside military support and did not develop.”  It can thus be said that sealing 

the borders (however feasible that may or may not be) is a key component of a more successful COIN strategy.  

Gentile makes this point later in his book.   
23

 Ibid.  This is a general summary of Gentile’s characterization of The Malayan Emergency, which is perhaps best 

summarized on p. 54.   
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consequent inability to disentangle the populace from the armed insurgents.  Although Colonel 

Gentile admits that there were a few programs, such as the U.S. Marines’ CAPs (Combined 

Action Platoons), designed for local population protection and control he dismisses them as 

insufficient and inefficacious.  In accounting for the transition from one commanding general to 

another, who fundamentally transformed the approach to war-fighting, he finds that such a 

discontinuity in strategy never existed.
24

   

Although Gentile has quite a bit more to say about Iraq and Afghanistan as he makes his case 

along the lines delineated above, this paper’s scope conditions require some limitations on 

content.  Therefore, we will save part of the discussion for later.  For now, however, a look at 

some secondary evidence regarding Vietnam is in order.  The reason has to do with the relevance 

of the conflict for American military strategy, as it seems both pro-COIN and anti-COIN scholars 

link today’s development of military strategy to be tethered to the Vietnam War in a number of 

formative and enduring ways.   

 

4. The Evidence 

4.1 Missing CAP in COIN 

                                                             
24 Gentile is not alone in this regard.  It has been widely assumed that General Westmoreland’s strategy was to fight 

in strict big-unit terms and fully neglect any options for COIN.  For arguments that support Gentile’s defense of 

Westmoreland see Andrew J. Birtle’s book review of Bad Strategies: How Major Powers Fail in 

Counterinsurgency, James S. Corum, (Minneapolis: Zenith Press, 2008) in The Journal of Military History, Volume 

73, Number 3, July 2009, pp. 1030-1032.  Additionally, to support COL Gentile’s notion that Westmoreland was not 

fighting two wars, but one with two approaches see “Winning the Vietnam War: Westmoreland’s Approach in Two 

Documents,” John M. Carland, The Journal of Military History, Volume 68, Number 2, April 2004, pp. 553-574.  

They are arguing against Krepinevich and Nagl, as well as Lewis Sorley and Guenther Lewy.  Birtle’s work is 

heavily dependent on the works of Eric M. Bergerud.  
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In reading the two opposing strands of literature regarding the efficacy of COIN in Vietnam, 

it becomes clear that CAP is either brushed away from the conversation or overlooked entirely.
25

  

The most interesting, yet ill-considered, fact that brings this oversight into sharper relief is that 

“no village protected by a Combined Action unit was ever repossessed by the Vietcong…”
26

  It 

is somewhat puzzling that a program as successful as CAP is not deserving of more attention.  

Much of the literature regarding small unit action in Vietnam tends to be a discussion about the 

U.S. Army Special Forces, or to a lesser extent, non-uniformed CIA actions.  In part, this topic 

was covered above.  It must be noted, however, that the U.S. Marines (USMC) automatically fell 

under the U.S. Army’s Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV) and much of the 

conversation about COIN is really an argument about the army, to the neglect of the Marines.  

Therefore, we turn now to the lessons that CAP has produced in relation to the efficacy of COIN.    

 

4.2  Genesis and Composition of CAPs 

In endeavoring to confirm or disconfirm the efficacy of U.S. COIN strategy the paper now 

turns to CAPs
27

 in Vietnam.  This seemingly extemporaneous U.S. Marine initiative developed 

                                                             
25 In Wrong Turn, regarding CAPs Gentile states on p. 77 that they were, “… really nothing more than dispersed 

combat marines doing search-and-destroy missions at a small-unit level alongside South Vietnamese forces they 

were training.”  Hence their diminution to near irrelevance is apparent.   
26

 First to Fight: An Inside View of the U.S. Marine Corps, Victor H. Krulak Lieutenant General, USMC (retired), 

(Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1984); Kindle edition: location 2734.  He continues, “… and 60 percent of the 

Marines serving the Combined Action units volunteered to stay on with their Marine and Vietnamese companions 

for an additional six months when they could have returned to the United States.”  On this seemingly secondary 

point, see the “author’s preface” to an updated version of Francis J. “Bing” West’s The Village, (New York: Pocket 

Books, 2003 edition/original 1972).  West states, “When I returned to The Village in 2002… I was greeted warmly 

by those who had fought on both sides.  The marker to the Marines who had fallen was still there.  Sometimes we 

underestimate how others see us.”  His book was exclusively written about a CAP unit’s experience.  It was not 

well-received at the time given the adverse sentiment toward the Vietnam War; a subject which exceeds this paper’s 

scope.   
27 This acronym generally refers to two related uses of the term.  First, it represents the term encompassing a broader 

concept, the Combined Action Program, which was developed and partially implemented in the small villages and 

hamlets of Vietnam beginning in August 1965.  The more narrow use of CAPs refers to the Combined Action 
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out of the necessity for force protection related to the units assigned to Phu Bai airfield, but soon 

took on a different mission: the diffusion of individualized firepower to the most local level, thus 

providing security as a bulwark against Viet Cong encroachment.
28

   

Secondary sources confirm that “counterguerilla warfare” was a particular strength of the 

U.S. Marines.
29

  It appears that firm roots in such an atypical approach to combat had informed 

their leadership’s thinking in determining how best to augment their small force’s impact over a 

vast expanse of territory.
30

   That the USMC was especially adept at this form of warfare is 

precisely the story that the Commander of Fleet Marine Force Pacific Command (FMFPAC) 

“Brute” Krulak recounts in chapters twelve and thirteen of First to Fight.
31

  Krulak describes 

how the USMC took the position of President John F. Kennedy that counterinsurgency warfare 

should be better understood and practiced.  To that end, Krulak ensured that by 1965 many of his 

Marines partook in Operation Silver Lance, effectively preparing them for the Vietnamese 

theater and the unique COIN-oriented nature of the fight they were about to engage in.   

As Krulak’s first-hand account verifies, once the USMC made an impression upon Army of 

the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN- the official South Vietnamese army) General Nguyen Chan 

Thi that his Marines could both aggressively pursue the Viet Cong and bring security to the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Platoons, which were composed of a mix of indigenously drawn Popular Forces/Regional Forces (PF/RF [RF being 

the higher echelon of the PF]) and U.S. Marines.  See Jim Seaton, "A Political-Warrior Model: The Combined 

Action Program." Armed Forces & Society. Vol. 20, No.4, Summer 1994, pp. 549-563.  Seaton summarizes the 

scale of CAPs on p. 557, “… at its peak it operated in only 114 hamlets.  At no time were there more than 2500 

Americans in the CAP (of a peak strength of over 79,000 Marines in Vietnam).”  Perhaps because of the minuscule 

size of CAPs in comparison to the U.S. Army (and its coalition partners) the experience has been largely 

overlooked.  Indeed, one could say that the fact that it was so small should tell us something about its significance.  

However, quantity is not a substitute for quality.  Further, to diminish the program’s historical record of 

achievement by disregarding inconvenient facts is not only a disservice to those who fought (and died), but a true 

miscarriage of the political science discipline.   
28 Ibid., pp. 550- 551.  Seaton terms this concept as “politico-military fusionism,” pp. 551- 552. 
29 Captain Keith F. Kopets, U.S. Marine Corps, “The Combined Action Program: Vietnam,” Military Review, July- 

August 2002, pp. 78- 81. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Previously cited. 
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villages on the densely populated coastal plane, CAPs were a welcome presence.  After winning 

over the local population, their village chiefs and the ARVN commanding general, Krulak had to 

contend with a more difficult obstacle: MACV Commander General William C. 

Westmoreland.
32

  The primary concern, according to Krulak, that Westmoreland had was that the 

“spreading ink blot” formula would take too much time.  U.S. Secretary of Defense, Robert S. 

McNamara concurred with the COMUSMACV.   

The composition of a typical CAP included “a 35-man Vietnamese militia platoon, and a 13-

Marine rifle squad, with one attached U.S. Navy hospital corpsman.”
33

 The local Vietnamese 

militias, or Popular Forces (PF), were the paramilitary wing of the Government of Vietnam 

(GVN).  The PF were not part of the main ARVN, but were instead issued a variety of uniforms 

and outdated weaponry and were paid rather poorly in their endeavor to defend their home 

villages.  In essence, the PF were the home guard force that the U.S. Marines had encountered as 

they spread out from their amphibious insertion point at Danang into a series of enclaves that 

comprised the I Corps Tactical Area of Responsibility (I TAOR).
34

 As the Marines paired up 

with the PF units, they were able to move to other villages nearby, but maintain an area presence.  

The PF units went from second rate warriors who wouldn’t even fight at night to relatively 

brave, U.S.-trained soldiers whose stake in the villages was as personal as possible: they were 

from the area and their families lived in the villages they protected.   

One of the more practical means of defeating an insurgent force, used to good effect in 

Malaya, was quite simple: starve them out.  An insurgency, because of its requirement to live off 

the land and people, must find a means of extracting vital resources.  In Vietnam, this took the 

                                                             
32 Also called COMUSMACV (Commander of U.S. MACV).   
33 Kopets, p. 79. 
34 The TAORs were the equivalent of today’s AOs (Areas of Operation).  In South Vietnam the northernmost TAOR 

was I and the southernmost was IV.  This is the means by which the battle space is divided.   
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form of a rice tax.  After having taken enough villages, whose residents began to trust the 

Marines, the flow of intelligence on the Viet Cong began to increase.  What separates mere 

information from intelligence is that it is actionable.  Being able to find, fix and destroy an 

elusive guerilla foe is a difficult task, but with good intelligence the chore is that much easier.  

As described by Krulak and exemplified through what was termed “Golden Fleece”: 

Beginning with the autumn rice crop of 1965, the Marines in the Danang and Chu Lai areas moved to free the 

peasants from the Vietcong rice tax collector.  Using intelligence supplied by the villagers themselves, they 

launched attacks against Vietcong units massing to commence their rice-collecting operations.  The Marines also 

deployed into the fields to protect the harvesters and then helped transport the rice to central storage areas.
35

 

 

Michael Duane Weltsch has written extensively on CAPs and the manner in which it was 

extremely effective at countering some of the more salient features of a “Maoist style rural 

insurgency.”
36

  Weltsch discusses the historical development of CAP, along with its stunning 

successes.  Insofar as General Westmoreland is concerned, he finds that the COMUSMACV 

intentionally sought to advance a “search and destroy” mission to the neglect of the more 

population-centric CAP program.
37

  It seems that there is great disagreement, as demonstrated 

above, between historians about this point.  However, what is important for this paper’s central 

concern is that given the relative manpower allocated to CAP it remains an accurate assessment 

to view the program as achieving great success.  What success actually means against the 

undeniable backdrop of an eventual loss in Vietnam is the subject we now turn to.   

                                                             
35 Krulak, First to Fight; Kindle location 3749. 
36 “The Future Role of The Combined Action Program,” Master’s Thesis, U.S. Army Command and General Staff 

College, Ft. Leavenworth Kansas, May 6, 1991; pp. 1-171. 
37 Ibid., pp. 48, 71-72.  This claim runs counter to Gentile’s work on the subject.  Additionally, Andrew J. Birtle 

demonstrates quite convincingly that General Westmoreland did not fail to appreciate the efficacy of a COIN 

(“pacification”) strategy and in fact had pursued it alongside his “search and destroy” strategy.  See “PROVN, 

Westmoreland, and the Historians: A Reappraisal,” The Journal of Military History, Volume 72, Number 4, October 

2008, pp. 1213-1247.  Throughout this article, Birtle demonstrates that Westmoreland held pacification efforts in 

high regard, but felt that it would have to come second to the main force, large unit actions.  We will return to this 

point in the next section.   
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4.3  Measuring Success Despite a Perceived Failure 

In Wetlsch’s paper, one theme that seemed to stand out was not only how successful the CAP 

was as a COIN program, but how perfectly it frustrated the VC’s efforts.
38

  What is perhaps not 

well addressed, but finds expression in his paper is the way in which the CAP forced the VC to 

continuously shift strategies.  This point is worth discussing because it is in line, to some degree, 

with Gentile’s own assessment of the British successful COIN campaign in Malaya, as well as 

another assessment of CAP in Vietnam made by Adrian R. Lewis.
39

   

Weltsch describes the USMC’s first engagement in Danang as being of a conventional main 

force type, which forced the VC to alter their strategy.  It is worth analyzing the following quote 

at some length:  

While establishing their lodgement [sic] in the vicinity of Danang, the Marines engaged and defeated a 

regimental sized Vietcong force in Operation Starlight in August 1965.  This battle was significant in that it was the 

first major engagement in which the Vietcong felt the full weight of American military power.  While the insurgents 

would repeat their mistake by standing up to Americans in battles like Chu Pong and Ia Drang Valley where they 

were decimated by superior American forces, they soon reverted to guerilla tactics and refused decisive engagement.  

This was the first of several times that the VC would move backwards from stage three to stage two of Maoist 

insurgency doctrine.
40

 

 

Two matters are crucial for consideration in Weltsch’s point.  First, the lessons that the VC 

learned were that they needed to revert back to the jungles, taking advantage of their strong suit 

                                                             
38 He cites some rather supportive quotes by Vietcong personnel on pp. 63 and 70.  Additionally, on p. 98 he cites a 

source quoting a PF soldier as saying, ‘The Americans (CAP Marines) were so brave that we became brave, too.’  
39 The American Culture of War: The History of U.S. Military Force from World War II to Operation Iraqi 

Freedom, Adrian R. Lewis, (New York, London: Routledge, 2007).  More on Lewis shortly. 
40 Weltsch, pp. 47-48.  The phases mentioned in this excerpt is a reference to Maoist war-fighting doctrine, which is 

best summarized by Adrian R. Lewis in The American Culture of War, pp. 223-224.  Essentially, the guerilla army 

evolves from the most rudimentary small unit hit-and-run tactics (“the survival phase”) that seek to gain initial 

support and supplies, which then tries to establish base areas (characterized by a “strategic defense” mixed with a 

“tactical offense”) and ultimately arrives at what would resemble a “conventional” force that engages the 

opponent(s) in the open (“the annihilation phase”).  These phases are also called (I) “strategic defensive, (II) 

“strategic stalemate, and (III) “strategic counteroffensive” in FM 3-24 (cited earlier; pp. 11-14.   
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against a superior force’s precision firepower.
41

  That a strategic decision to return to guerilla 

tactics in the face of an adversary’s ability to outmatch one’s approach to warfare is not only 

logical, but necessary for survival.
42

  This consideration forms the basic conundrum that obtains 

in asymmetric war.  The underlying rationale for choosing a guerilla strategy seems to be that the 

very differing array of forces generates an overwhelming advantage for the party to the conflict 

that is qualitatively superior.  Maoist doctrine recognizes this and attempts to ameliorate this 

condition by steering clear of any conventional force-on-force engagements until such time that 

the guerrilla army has achieved what it feels is parity.    

Gian Gentile makes the case that in Malaya the British (Briggs-Templer) strategy effectively 

forced the insurgents to opt for a guerilla strategy by defeating them with main force “search and 

destroy” engagements, driving a wedge between them and the population and cutting off their 

food supply.
43

  In other words, main force engagements forced the Communist guerillas to 

disperse and move backward to an earlier phase.  There they stayed until they lost.   

In Vietnam, it could be said that the USMC was able to force the VC to retreat in a similar 

fashion and under somewhat similar circumstances.  However, the army was pursuing a strategy 

that was naturally prioritized by Westmoreland: Search and Destroy.
44

  There are admittedly 

                                                             
41 It seems that the availability of “rough terrain” (mountains, jungles, etc.) is rather advantageous for the guerilla 

fighter.  See James D. Fearon and David D. Laitin, “Ethnicity, Insurgency, and Civil War,” The American Political 

Science Review, Vol. 97, No. 1 (Feb., 2003), pp. 75-90.   
42 War of the Flea: The Classic Study of Guerilla Warfare, Robert Taber, (Washington, D.C.: Potomac Books, 

2002).  The title of the book is derived from the following oversimplified, yet appropriate analogy, “the guerilla 

fights the war of the flea, and his military enemy suffers the dog’s disadvantages: too much to defend; too small, 

ubiquitous, and agile an enemy to come to grips with.  If the war continues long enough- this is the theory- the dog 

succumbs to exhaustion and anemia without ever having found anything on which to close his jaws or to rake with 

his claws”; p. 20. 
43 Gentile, Wrong Turn, pp. 43-45.  He discusses the Communist insurgent leader’s initial strategy and the manner in 

which it shifted as a result of the British strategy on pp. 46-54.   
44 Adrian R. Lewis goes into this in great detail in The American Culture of War.  For instance, he discusses 

Westmoreland’s persistent subordination of CAPs on pp. 255-258 and concludes that “The Army fought one war 

and the Marines another” on p. 259.   
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many differences between Malaya and Vietnam, chief among which is that the VC was able to 

seek refuge in bordering states and re-supply at will.  Nonetheless, it seems that Westmoreland 

felt that the first priority was to engage with main forces, followed by a “clear and hold” 

approach.   

Here is where the strategic error may have occurred: if one sees their foe as advancing along 

a linear phase continuum, knocking them back to an earlier phase may have the unanticipated 

effect of perceptual finality.  In other words, as the VC experienced defeat and was consequently 

forced out of a more conventional posture, Westmoreland may not have been fully aware of the 

point at which the VC felt reasonably recouped to view itself as able to shift forward again.  

Thus, a misunderstanding of the enemy’s adaptive capacity may have generated the illusion that 

main force operations were achieving their aims.
45

   

A second point worth considering is the direction of causality associated with effectiveness.  

That is, Westmoreland seems to have viewed the main force engagements as driving population-

centric COIN, whereas Krulak saw it in reverse.  Krulak was convinced that in using intelligence 

that regularly flowed from the cleared and held villages, the main force engagements would find 

greater accuracy in assessing the enemy’s strength, location and disposition.  Andrew Birtle 

seems to make this point as follows: 

Finding the right balance of offensive and security measures, large-unit and small-unit operations, and 

U.S. and South Vietnamese responsibilities, was never easy.  As Westmoreland recognized, it required 

constant adjustment depending on circumstances.  But ultimately, as the PROVN [A Program for the 

Pacification and Long-Term Development of South Vietnam] authors, Komer, and Generals 

Westmoreland, Johnson, and Abrams all recognized, victory in the ‘one war’ required success in both the 

                                                             
45 In Pape’s Bombing to Win (cited earlier) he talks about a strategy mismatch.  See p. 175 for mention of the North 

Vietnamese strategy shift in 1968.  Although he is expressly focused on coercive air power, the point is no less 

significant when thinking about strategy mismatches. That an insurgency can evolve and require COIN to evolve to 

meet it accordingly is a major theme in John Mackinlay and Alison Al-Baddawy, “Rethinking Counterinsurgency,” 

RAND Counterinsurgency Study, Vol. 5, 2008; pp. 1-65.   
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main force and the village wars, with progress in the former being a prerequisite for success in the 

latter.
46

 

 

This difference is crucial not only because it would have allowed main force encounters to be 

more successful, but because of the general ability that CAP had to apply selective violence in 

lieu of indiscriminate violence.  In a counterinsurgency climate, where the security and loyalty of 

the people is the centerpiece for success, this distinction is paramount.
47

   

 

5. Evaluating COIN through CAP  

It is a rather difficult task to evaluate the (mis)application of strategy in Vietnam.  This is so 

because there are very persuasive arguments proffered by experienced historians that depict the 

leadership guiding these decisions in opposite ways.  On the one hand, Westmoreland was a 

heroic figure who was handed an impossible job and retrospectively gauged as a failed leader by 

some.  On the other hand, Westmoreland was locked into a state of army cultural rigidity, which 

suppressed or discounted any strategy that fell out of favor with his comfort zone.  The best 

analysis that this author can offer is that in either case it is irrelevant for this paper.  What is 

                                                             
46 “PROVN, Westmoreland, and the Historians,” cited earlier.  This quote is drawn from p.1227.  Emphasis in the 

original. 
47 See Stathis N. Kalyvas, The Logic of Violence in Civil War (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006).  A 

large part of Kalyvas’s book describes the manner in which selective violence is a better tool for solving one of the 

most pressing matters in civil war: the need for information.  The selective application of violence is superior to 

indiscriminate violence in that the former tends to produce collaboration, whereas the latter produces defection.  

Additionally, it seems that one of his robust findings is that at the micro-level civilians simply want to survive and 

will be more cooperative if they feel their safety can be guaranteed by either the incumbent or insurgent force.  

Thus, the idea that COIN is about the population, but not about eliminating violence altogether is consistent with 

Kalyvas’s work.   
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more central to this paper’s aim is to demonstrate that Combined Action Platoons were a very 

effective tool for counterinsurgency.
48

   

It is clear that factors beyond the scope of the U.S. Marines’ designated combat zone were 

undermining their enclave approach.
49

  Perhaps this speaks to the validity of the argument that 

the American war in Vietnam could not be won, and no strategy short of annihilation in North 

Vietnam would have guaranteed victory (at the risk of a Soviet or Chinese invasion).  

Nonetheless, CAP has received a hat tip (pun intended) in historical studies of Vietnam, but 

against the background cacophony of a strategic loss it has been reduced to a stray and distant 

note.   

If CAP is remembered as a successful exception to the standard rules, it begs the scholar’s 

attention.  Why is it that the memory of a reasonably fruitful approach to COIN has received 

scant regard in the literature on this very subject?  In part, the painful association with anything 

related to Vietnam might explain this erasure from memory.
50

  Still, as this population-centric 

approach to warfighting has not been proven a futile enterprise it is worth building some doctrine 

on its strong foundation.   

                                                             
48 It should be noted that at least one author expresses some praise for Krulak, while making the case that the 

USMC’s general leadership failed in the same way that their U.S. Army counterparts did.  Although Larry E. Cable 

concedes that the Marines were more adept overall than their army counterparts, Krulak’s CAP approach was an 

anomaly in its success.  See Conflict of Myths: The Development of American Counterinsurgency Doctrine and the 

Vietnam War, (New York: New York University Press, 1986).  Especially noteworthy is Cable’s discussion on pp. 

160-171.   
49 Another way in which CAP tactical/operational success was overtaken by adverse conditions on the strategic level 

is well stated as follows, “…although it protected South Vietnamese citizens from immediate danger of terror 

attacks by VC guerillas, it could achieve success only in the long term –and time favored the VC… although 

militarily effective, CAP success only highlighted the inability of the South Vietnamese government to protect its 

own citizens.”  Ivan Arreguin-Toft, “How the Weak Win Wars: A Theory of Asymmetric Conflict,” International 

Security, Volume 26, Number 1, Summer 2001, pp. 93-128.  This citation was drawn from p. 116. 
50 See David Howell Petraeus, “The American Military and the Lessons of Vietnam: A Study of Military Influence 

and the Use of Force in the Post-Vietnam Era,” Ph.D. Dissertation, Princeton University, October 1987, pp. 1-328.  

In large part, Petraeus’s paper depicts the psychological need the military had in placing the Vietnam experience 

well behind them.  Indeed, he further describes the way in which any inclusion of small-unit action/low-intensity 

conflict, civil affairs and psychological operations (the essential components of COIN) in the curriculum at the 

military’s leading academies would have been a career-ending endeavor; pp. 284-288.   
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Therefore, the policy implication that this paper gently emphasizes follows: sometimes the 

smallest, seemingly anomalous and insignificant means of approaching a problem may yield a 

disproportionately high base of knowledge.  Failure to grasp such lessons comes at a cost, which 

becomes cumulative as future conflicts require thinking about when, where and how to apply the 

lawful use of force to the extent that it is reasoned to serve policy ends.          
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